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From the Chairman:

Dear EBS Members
Maybe it is because Japan is a small highly mountainous volcanic island with all resources: steel, wood, minerals and
land to live on, in short supply, that the Japanese have always yearned to be close to nature. A large population on 5
small islands also meant that houses and apartments are small and every inch/centimetre of land highly valued and
often stylised to resemble large expansive landscapes, mountains, rivers, and each part of this composition: rocks,
trees, etc is carefully considered.
Bonsai and related arts offered an opportunity for people with no garden “to garden” and experience the spirit of
nature by growing Bonsai.
A miniature garden (Saikei ), tree (Bonsai ) or rocks (Suiseki ) placed indoors in a tokonoma or in a visually appealing
manner on a shelf, table or mat create the visual link and free the spirit to enjoy the wide natural scene that the
imagination magically conjures from these small highly stylised vignettes .This epitomises the highly spiritual and
sensual approach of the Japanese.
A large proportion of South Africans have traditionally lived close to the land and maybe, as South African erf sizes
and living spaces get progressively smaller, South Africans are more and more drawn to Bonsai in large numbers as
I witnessed at 2 recent events:

GARDEN SHOP 18-19 October 2019
The committee has decided that each Exco member will set up a show
table/workshop at various nurseries around Johannesburg to teach people more
about Bonsai, and to help people with their Bonsai, whilst at the same time the club
can also through their interaction with the public get new club members.
This is the first event that I arranged, and we had 19 mostly younger people keen to
learn more about Bonsai or maybe join the club.
Husnudeen, Ismail and Naseem all brought lots of trees to work on. Gerhard B and
Husnudeen brought show trees on BOTH days. Thank you to all members that
attended or came to visit. Attie Louw talked about Acacia’s and the room where the
talk was held was packed to capacity, proving yet again the public’s interest.
Attie has agreed to do a talk for us in the new year about Acacia and growing them
from seed.

ABC 5 24-27 October 2019
There were about 60 people on the Saturday that I attended including EBS members Jennifer G, Kathy T, Kathy S,
Jan Neethling as well as Dave W and Shaundre that went for the whole convention.
In the morning RAFAEL TORRES worked on a large semi cascade olive. He reduced the tree by about ¾ to create
a much more compact and powerful tree.
1 Rafael says he first re pots the tree, so you can see what is underground and work on tree later.
2 Plant yamadori in training pot approximately same size as final pot.
3 He makes wooden training pots as plastic pots, especially black ones, gets very hot.
4 Olives are planted in terra cotta training pots.
5 Soak deadwood 2 days before carving to soften wood.
6 He prefers hammer and flat chisel to do carving rather than power tools to get a more natural look, as he
demonstrated.

Demonstration Olive material

Carving in progress

Prepared for bonsai future growth

MAURO STEMBERGER
“Bonsai is a journey. We don’t do Bonsai for today. We work for tomorrow”.
1 Carve with and respect the grain.
2 His style is to wire 2 branches with 1 piece of wire- 1clockwise and 1 anti-clockwise.
3 He pushes a branch a little in the direction where he wants the future branch whilst wiring.
4 He plans ahead but is very focused – after nebari and trunk, lower branches-prune, wire, position...then next
branch...then next one. All the way to apex.
5 When doing olives don’t create triangular outline-rather a domed outline.

Demonstration Olive material

Work in progress

Completed

ROBERT MAHLER
Cambium is very thin on Azaleas. Each ¼ inch has a dormant bud on trunk or branch. Azaleas want good drainage,
acidic soil with organic acidic fertiliser. Like shade and humidity.
Azaleas follow a four-year annual cycle.
-September to November cut back severely and the in every third years cut back to two branches to open up branch
structure and allow light in. Do not repot if cutting back. Seal well with sealing glue. When repot keep all roots, the
ones growing down are most important. Azaleas like a deeper pot. Roots can be bear rooted and cut back but not
completely. Repot every 2 years and bear root every 4 years.
-In February the buds set.
-March to April (cold season) spray with lime sulphur or fungicide. Avoid organic fungicide. Take care, use 3 layers
of newspaper to cover, as lime sulphur stains pots. Azaleas need iron and he recommended sea kelp. Robert Malher
has his own recipe for fertiliser, which can be supplied. Fertilize before flowering and one month after repotting.

Styling- Azaleas are brittle to wire due to thin cambium. Use two lighter weight wires for extra support when bending.
Remove wire after one month, as cambium sets quickly.
Azaleas mimic the shapes of pines with branches positioned down and wavy.
Position in full sun for shorter growth. Morning sun is best. In shade for longer growth in internodes.

Demonstration azalea material

Details on seasons

Prepared for bonsai future growth

EXHIBITION AT ABC 5
“Over 100 of South Africa’s best Bonsai” was on show. And what a show it was.! Sadly, not a single EBS member
submitted photos of their trees to the vetting committee, so no EBS members had a tree on show. Congratulations
to Hannes Fritz, Jonathan Cain and their teams for a brilliant job.
A few teasers from the show:

More trees photographed by official photographer can be seen on The African Bonsai Association home page at
http://www.africanbonsai.org/Exhibition.html

CHINESE MAPLES
Several members wanted more info. Here is a short piece written by Kathy S
with photos of Chinese Maples in her Collection. Thanks Kathy.
Trident Maple /Acer Buergerianum
Tridents have a natural upright growing form and can be shaped into almost
any style. It is recognised by its 3 lobed leaves hence tri-dent maple. To enjoy
the autumn foliage of trident maple, you must keep the leaves from being
damaged. Move the tree into the shade during hot summer weather to
prevent leaf-burn. In autumn the leaves are yellow- orange, even red. Acers
colour best in full sun but beware of harsh summer temperatures when they
should then be moved to semi shade. Shelter from strong winds. They need
fertile, free draining, preferable acidic soil.
Repotting every 1-2 yrs in early spring for young trees and 2-3 years for
older trees. Thick roots can be hard pruned. A new crop of fine roots will grow
within a few weeks.
Pruning don’t prune until lateral shoots have developed to ensure the root
system has developed after the winter dormancy, pinch out the tips of all
new shoots leaving 2 nodes on each side branch. When new shoots appear,
repeat the process.
Watering never let the soil dry out completely, so protect from direct sun in
summer and frost in winter.
Wiring the branches are rather fragile, so take care with wiring and beware
of wire bite. Always check from time to time as healing process can take a
long time.
Feeding acers can be feed with a balanced fertilizer throughout the year. But
beware this may lead to elongated internodes. Best feed in autumn to store
nutrients for the winter months and ready for spring.
Defoliation should only be done on a HEALTHY tree. This is done in summer
after the first growth has hardened off. The leaves are cut off between the
leaf and the branch leaving a small piece of the leaf stem. This is done to
reduce leaf size; increase ramification and to control the development of the
tree. Do not fertilize/feed the tree 1 month after defoliation otherwise the tree
will produce big leaves again.
Word of warning, trident maples should never be defoliated unnecessary
otherwise it could damage and even kill your tree.
Acknowlegements: Simon & Schusters guide to Bonsai; 4 seasons of Bonsai; The creative art of Bonsai

FICUS WIANDI
Quite a few members wanted more info on the Ficus that Lynn R spoke about at our August meeting. Here goes
courtesy Lynn R.
Whilst trying to grow them into Bonsai I realized that they cannot easily be forced into something i envisaged for them.
They never back bud where I want them to, sometimes they don’t even back bud at the last leaf but two,
three leaves back! The taper of these trees’ is horrible, they thicken the trunk where they want to! Where the branches
enter the trunk there are sometimes terrible swellings! There are no signs of a nice nebari, one or two thick roots are
all you see! Defoliation kills branches and leaf reduction after defoliation is not worth the trouble! You can’t bend
branches; they snap right off! Wire leave marks very quickly. Nodes are long, so ramification is a problem. Working
on the lower trunk (some slits to try and get thickening) my one tree rotted. They grow slooow and they can’t take the
cold! I have done a Google picture search to get some nice examples of Ficus Wiandi Bonsai ...but I could only find
one! So why keep them? Because they are strange little trees!
The present invention compromises a new and distinct cultivar of Ficus Benjamina. The varietal denomination of the
new cultivar is “Wiandi” The new variety was discovered as a mutation in a controlled planting of Ficus Benjamina
“Natasha” in a greenhouse in Aalsmeer, The Netherlands. The new cultivar was discovered as a whole plant mutation
and was isolated.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The new invention is a mutation of the variety Ficus benjamina “Natasha” and differs significantly in growth habit and
appearance from its parent. Whereas Ficus benjamina “Natasha” exhibits a vertical upright growth pattern which
reaches a height of one meter in approximately nine months, Wiandi will take approximately two years to reach this
height. Also, the growth pattern of Wiandi is irregular and the growth form a substantially horizontal, or laterally
dominant with zig zag pattern between intermodal spacing. Although growth of the new variety will eventually progress
vertically, it does so much slower than its parent.
The term “Zig Zag” is an acceptable botanical term denoting a botanical growth form. Wiandi maintains a decumbent
growth pattern in addition to its irregular branching. Growth habit horizontally dominant as opposed to Apically
dominant Ficus varieties like the parent “Natasha” and F benjamina. Its branches take irregular turns between leaf
internodes and internode distance is also irregular. Length between internodes on the same branch have been
measured at 7, 11, 18 and 20 mm. These length differences do not appear to fall in any pattern along the branch but
are observed at random. Internode does not necessarily increase or decrease laterally along a branch, in addition, it
is very rare to find a successive internode that does not angle off from its preceding internode. Growth does not
continue along a relatively straight line as with “Natasha”. Without manipulation or pruning, it is not uncommon to see
angulation of successive internodes as great as 90 degrees. Greater angulation of growth internodes has been
achieved or induced by pruning the apical branch tip. With pruning, angulation of growth between internodes have
been observed as great as 150 degrees. Wiandi also throw multiple ariel roots Branch prop type) particularly when
grown in hot human conditions.
I bought this nursery plant in 2009.

Ficus wiandi

Ficus wiandi

BIG THANK YOU
To Jennifer G for donating big broken spray bottle, which we hoped to cannibalise to fix EBS spray bottle that was
broken at HobbyX.
Thank you to Attie for managing to fix both bottles-so we will water our show in half the time.
To Lynn R a big thank you for donating about 13 mugs to be used at our meetings. We are still short of mugs, so
please if you have extras at home, please donate them to club.

NOVEMBER MEETING
Please bring Ficus wiandi and Chines maple (or any other tree) to show and stand a chance to win the R50 shop
voucher.
Also bring trees to work on in the workshop.
Awaiting confirmation:
A short half hour talk by Shaundre that attended all the workshops by all 3 the international demonstrators at the ABC
5 convention. He worked under their guidance on Dave W trees, and will tell us about their advice, guidance and
show the 4 completed junipers.
This will be followed by a workshop where people can work on their trees from 13.30 till 16h00.
November cakes supplied by Dave W.
November beginners’ course: pests and diseases, fertilising, watering, root pruning, potting and repotting.

DECEMBER MEETING
Being finalised. EBS have been invited by Shibui to join them at Henley on klip for a braai.

See you all at November meeting and enjoy your Bonsai
Anthoney
General:
Workshops

EBS on the web

The club offers a workshop every meeting and
members are encouraged to bring trees for working
on and advise.

Website: http://www.ebs.org.za/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/easternbonsaisociety

Remember bonsai is best supported through doing.

Shop

Library

The Club shop will be open from 11:30 - 12:30hrs, preceding a
club meeting, at Hospice.

The library will be open from 11:30 - 12:30hrs preceding a club
meeting, at Hospice. Please note books are taken out on a
monthly basis. Kindly return books on time.

Every meeting is a mini show
Lucky draw on all trees brought by members to
work on. Prize R50 voucher for EBS shop.

Cake Roster
Name
Dave
Khanti

Month
November
December
January

Contact Kathy T

Cups and teaspoons
Should any member have spare coffee/tea mugs and teaspoons
at home that they would like to donate to the club it would be
much appreciated. Hospice crockery and cutlery is not always
available and polystyrene cups and plastic teaspoons are really
only for emergencies.

Banking details
ABSA Bank
Branch Sandton
Account holder name- Eastern Bonsai Society
Account number -711951156

Things to do for November
-Check for pests and diseases. Remove weeds.
-Check for mildew.
-Water daily.
-Deciduous trees should all be repotted by now.
-Evergreen trees can still be repotted.
-Repot ficus now (Cape).
-Defoliation, pruning and shaping can continue.
-Keep apex of tree in check. Cut back if necessary.
-Defoliate Chinese maple and celtis for better colours in
autumn.
-Do not defoliate Japanese maples completely.
-Growth point on Azaleas should bey cut back to two or
three leaves on new branches.
-Check wire bite and remove if necessary.

Raffle table
Any of those trees or pots that are in your way could find a
happy new owner via the raffle table. Any bonsai or nonbonsai related items are welcome.
Thank you to people who brought items for the raffle table. It
is highly appreciated. Raffle tickets are still R5.00 each. The
raffle table will have plenty of items available- support the
club and buy raffle tickets.

*Conditions differ from region to region. Consult with
local club.

Committee Members:
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
BRAT Representative
New members & Membership
Website
Raffle & Tree Sales
Committee member
Committee member
Committee member

Anthoney Bosman
Dave Wilson
Kathy Tinney
Alan Russell
Dave Wilson
Jennifer Georgeson
Naseem Ebrahim
Yatish Poonee
Clive Cosser
Gerhardt Buchner
Vaughan Brenchley

084 557 7348
082 923 2538
072 999 9672
082 766 0670
082 923 2538
082 336 5425
084 401 2379
083 876 4581
082 805 2037

SABA Representative
Hansie Bekker
082 820 4306
Facebook
Annetia Russell
Next committee meeting is on Saturday 9 November 2019, at 11:00hrs.

